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Abstract—This paper presents an independent component
analysis (ICA) based unsupervised-learning method for heat,
ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) load disaggregation
using low-resolution (e.g., 15 minutes) smart meter data. We
first demonstrate that electricity consumption profiles on mild-
temperature days can be used to estimate the non-HVAC base
load on hot days. A residual load profile can then be calculated by
subtracting the mild-day load profile from the hot-day load pro-
file. The residual load profiles are processed using ICA for HVAC
load extraction. An optimization-based algorithm is proposed for
post-adjustment of the ICA results, considering two bounding
factors for enhancing the robustness of the ICA algorithm. First,
we use the hourly HVAC energy bounds computed based on
the relationship between HVAC load and temperature to remove
unrealistic HVAC load spikes. Second, we exploit the dependency
between the daily nocturnal and diurnal loads extracted from
historical meter data to smooth the base load profile. Pecan Street
data with sub-metered HVAC data were used to test and validate
the proposed methods.Simulation results demonstrated that the
proposed method is computationally efficient and robust across
multiple customers.

Index Terms—HVAC system, Independent component analysis,
Non-intrusive load monitoring, Smart meter data

I. INTRODUCTION

Load disaggregation is an important technique in distribu-

tion system analysis. Its results can be used in many down-

stream tasks, for example, customer segmentation, resource

identification, and rate recommendation. When the sampling

rate of available data sets is less than 1-minute, non-intrusive

load monitoring (NILM) methods are often used to disaggre-

gate the electricity consumption curves of different appliances.

There are three popular data sets used for developing the

NILM algorithms: UK-DALE, REDD, and REFIT, the sam-

pling rates of which are 1, 3, and 8 seconds, respectively.

However, in practice, inputs to many load disaggregation

algorithms are 15-minute smart meter data and hourly weather

data. This makes those NILM methods relying on second-level

meter data inapplicable.

In recent years, supervised and unsupervised learning meth-

ods are increasingly used for solving load disaggregation prob-

lems. The main disadvantage of supervised learning-based

methods is that labeled data sets are hard to obtain because

sub-metered, device-level load profiles are rarely available.

Furthermore, generalization of learned knowledge from one

distribution system to another is also difficult because of dif-

ferent weather patterns and customer use patterns. Therefore,

in this paper, we choose to use the unsupervised learning-

based approach.

The majority of unsupervised learning-based approaches

are based on the temporal graphical model, especially, hidden

Markov model (HMM) [1]–[3]. Appliances are modeled as

HMM and the objective is to estimate the most likely states

of appliances. However, the main drawback of this method

is that problem complexity exponentially increases with the

number of appliances. Furthermore, this method is dependent

on metering data [4] with a sampling rate faster than typical

smart meter data (i.e., 15-minute).

To overcome the aforementioned challenges, we propose

an independent component analysis (ICA) based unsupervised

load disaggregation method. ICA is a widely used unsuper-

vised method for blind source separation in speech recognition

for speaker identification [5]. It solely exploits information

on each customer and is independent of data resolution. In

[6], ICA was used for heat, ventilation, and air conditioning

(HVAC) load disaggregation where smart meter data and

wavelet analysis results are used as inputs to represent dif-

ferent frequency components. However, besides HVAC loads,

many other appliances also exhibit cyclic characteristics (e.g.,

refrigerators). This deteriorates the performance of ICA when

being used in load disaggregation applications.

Our first contribution is the use of residual load profiles

instead of the total load profiles as the inputs to the ICA

algorithm. In [7], we show that the mild-day load profile is

similar to the base load profile on a hot day. Based on this

finding, residual load profiles can be computed by subtracting

mild-day load profiles from hot-day load profiles. Because

the mild-day load profile includes weather insensitive cyclic

loads, the major cyclic component left in the residual load

profile is the HVAC load. This significantly improves the ICA

disaggregation accuracy.

Our second contribution is the development of an

optimization-based, post-adjustment algorithm for post-

processing ICA results to further improve disaggregation

accuracy. The algorithm considers two bounding factors for

enhancing the robustness of the ICA algorithm. First, we

use the hourly HVAC energy bounds computed from the
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Fig. 1. Workflow of the HVAC load disaggregation process.

relationship between HVAC load and temperature to remove

unrealistic HVAC load spikes. Second, we exploit the depen-

dency between the daily nocturnal and diurnal loads extracted

from historical meter data to smooth the base load profile. We

used the 1-minute (down-sampled to 15-minute data) Pecan

Street dataset [8], where sub-metered HVAC data are available

for evaluating the performance of the algorithm.

II. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the overall modeling framework, the

computing of the residual load profile, and the ICA and the

post-processing algorithms.

A. Load Disaggregation Work Flow

Let P be the daily load profile matrix and pi,j represent

the ith (i ∈ N ) data sample of the jth (j ∈ M ) day, where

N and M is the number of data samples in a day and the

number of hot days, respectively. Let Pmild be the mild-day

load profile matrix and pmild
i,k represent the ith data sample of

the kth (k ∈ K) day, where K is the number of mild days.

For 15-minute smart meters data set, N = 96. Thus, p1:N,j is

the daily load profile for the jth hot day and pmild
1:N,k is the kth

mild day.

As shown in Fig. 1, we first remove infrequently used loads

(LIUL) (e.g., dryer and electric hot water heater) from each

daily profile in P and Pmild using the LIUL filtering algorithm

introduced in [7]. The load profile matrices with LIUL re-

moved are represented by P̃ and P̃mild, respectively. Next, we

calculate the residual load profile matrix, Pres, by subtracting

P̃mild from P̃ (see Section II-B). Then, Pres is fed to the ICA

algorithm (see Section II-C) for extracting the HVAC load

profile matrix, PHVAC. Finally, a residual minimization fine-

tuning algorithm (see Section II-D) is used to adjust PHVAC

and Pbase to further improve the disaggregation accuracy.

B. Classification of Hot and Mild Days

We define a mild day as a day with no heating or cooling

loads. In addition, we define a hot day as a day with HVAC

loads. The method for hot and mild day classification intro-

duced in [7] is based on temperature thresholds. However,

some customers will turn on their HVAC even in a mild day,

causing some resultant mild days to contain a small amount

of HVAC loads. This can significantly reduce the accuracy

of HVAC load disaggregation in later steps. Therefore, we

improve the method by adding a verification step: power

distribution comparison.

As shown in Fig. 2, the distribution of the nocturnal and

diurnal base loads in hot days overlap well with the distribution

of the loads for mild days. Therefore, by comparing the power

distribution of load profiles, we can separate the mild days

from the hot days by comparing its power distribution.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of power consumption distributions: base loads in hot
days, mild-day loads, and hot-day loads, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 3, the base load profiles, Pbase
j , in hot

days are bounded by the mild day profiles, Pmild, so we have

Pbase
j = P̃mild · β + θb (1)

where θb is an adjustment vector with N × 1 dimension and

β is a multiplier.
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Fig. 3. Average load profiles for the actually measured base load (the solid
blue line) and the calculated base load using mild-day load profiles (the solid
red line). The shaded area shows the ± one standard deviation against the
calculated base load load profile.



By subtracting K mild day load profiles from the jth day

load profile one by one, we can obtain an ensemble of residual

load profiles, represented by Pres
j , which is an N ×K matrix.

Each column of Pres
j contains the actual HVAC load profile,

pHVAC
j , plus a random power variation, ǫj , both of which are

N × 1 vector, so we have

Pres
j = [ pHVAC

j ǫj ] ·A (2)

where A is an 2×K mixing matrix.

C. Independent Component Analysis

ICA is a widely used unsupervised method for blind source

separation in signal processing [9]. ICA has also been used in

NILM for retrieving unlabeled sources. To extract PICA
j from

Pres
j , we formulated the ICA problem as

PICA
j = Pres

j W (3)

where W is an K × 2 unmixing matrix (the pseudo inverse

of A) and PICA
j is the calculated HVAC load profile for the

jth day. Note that the residual load profiles are obtained by

subtracting the total load profile of the jth day with K different

mild day load profiles, which we proved to bear the similar

load shapes as the base load profile of the jth day. Thus, the

ICA algorithm only needs to identify a high percentage, cyclic

HVAC load profile and a low percentage, highly random end

use load consumption from the residual load profiles. This

significantly improves the identification accuracy.
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Fig. 4. HVAC hourly power consumption with respect to different outdoor
temperatures.

D. Fine-tuning of the ICA Results

The estimated HVAC and base load profiles obtained by

ICA can be fine-tuned to further improve the load disaggrega-

tion accuracy. Note that because we will estimate the HVAC

load and the base load for the jth day, the index j is omitted

for all variables.

Let p̂HVAC and p̂base be the final estimation of the HVAC

load and the base load of hot days, respectively, the objective

function of the fine-tuning process can be formulated as

min
p,α,β,γ,θ

Lshape + λ1

∥

∥

∥
θ
h
∥

∥

∥

2

2
+ λ2

∥

∥

∥
θ
b
∥

∥

∥

2

2
− λ3LPDF (4)

subject to:

Lshape =
∥

∥p− p̂HVAC − p̂base
∥

∥

2

2
(5)

LPDF = DKL(N (p̂base
di , p̂base

noc)||N (p̃mild
di , p̃mild

noc)) (6)

p̂HVAC = α · pICA + θ
h

(7)

p̂base = P̃mild · β + θb (8)

p̂HVAC
hour = γ1 ·T+ γ2 ·T⊙T (9)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

4
·

4k
∑

i=4k−3

p̂HVAC
i − p̂HVAC

hour,k

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ ε ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 24} (10)

p̂basedi =
1

4
·
∑

i∈Ndi

p̂basei (11)

p̂basenoc =
1

4
·

∑

i∈Nnoc

p̂basei (12)

0 ≤ p̂HVAC
i ≤ pi ∀i ∈ N (13)

0 ≤ p̂basei ≤ pi ∀i ∈ N (14)

where pbasedi and pbasenoc represent the nocturnal and diurnal base

loads, respectively, p̂HVAC
hour is the hourly HVAC load, T is a

vector of outdoor temperature, γ1 and γ2 are coefficients, θh

and θb are adjustment vectors, and ε is an error margin.

The first loss term calculated by (5) calculates the point-

to-point load disaggregation error. The second loss term cal-

culated by (6) represents the similarity between diurnal and

nocturnal power consumption distributions of the final base

load and the mild-day-computed base load. To compensate

non-linearity, the final estimation of the HVAC and the base

load, p̂HVAC and p̂base, are scaled by α and β and adjusted

by θh and θb by (7) and (8), respectively. (13) and (14) ensure

that, at each timestamp, p̂HVAC and p̂base are both lower than

the total load.

As shown in Fig. 4, HVAC load can be assumed to have

quadratic relationship with outdoor temperature. To incorpo-

rate hourly temperature into the estimation, we first calculate

the hourly HVAC load, p̂HVAC
hour , by (9). Then, the sum of the

estimated HVAC load in each hour is bounded by p̂HVAC
hour with

a margin of ε in (10).

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results and performance evaluation are pre-

sented in this section.

A. Simulation Setup and Performance Evaluation Metrics

Pecan Street data sets (including 150 total household loads

and the corresponding sub-metered HVAC loads) are used

to develop and validate the proposed algorithm. The original

data length is 1-year with 1-minute data resolution. We down-

sample the 1-minute data to 15-minute. The testing data sets

are constructed by randomly selected 30 days in summer from

70 customers in Austin, Texas.

To evaluate the fine-tuning algorithm performance, we set

up three cases. The first case is without a log-likelihood

term, i.e., (6). The second considers the log-likelihood with
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Fig. 5. Load disaggregation results for one house in a summer day

the distribution obtained from a single user. The third case

considers the log-likelihood obtained from multiple users.

We compare our method with two benchmark methods. The

first method (introduced in [8]) is to compute the average of

all mild-day load profiles and use it as the base load profile,

which can then be subtracted from the total load profile to get

the HVAC load profile. The second method is the ICA method

without fine-tuning.

The disaggregation accuracy is evaluated using the normal-

ized mean absolute error (nMAE) and the normalized energy

error (nEE), computed by

nMAE =
1

M
·

M
∑

j=1

N
∑

i=1

∣

∣

∣
P∗

i,j −Pi,j

∣

∣

∣

Rating
(15)

nEE =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

M
∑

j=1

N
∑

i=1

p∗i,j −
M
∑

j=1

N
∑

i=1

pi,j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

M
∑

j=1

N
∑

i=1

pi,j

(16)

where the variable with ‘∗’ represents the estimated value.

B. Efficacy of Fine-tuning

In this subsection, we compare two cases: with and without

fine-tuning. The results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, from

which, the following observations can be made:

• Without fine-tuning, the HVAC (subplot 1) and base load

(subplot 2) profiles obtained by the ICA method has

large overshoots or undershoots compared with the with

fine-tuning case. This is because the ICA results are not

bounded.

• As shown in subplot 3, the fine-tuning algorithm uses

the temperature-power relationship to derive upper and

Time

n
M

A
E

Fig. 6. Hourly box plots of load disaggregation errors for summer load profiles
(with fine-tuning). The total data length is 30 days.

lower hourly HVAC consumption bounds. This effec-

tively reduces the occurrence of over- and under-shoots,

which, consequently, drastically reduces the point-to-

point mismatch.

• In Fig. 6, we show the disaggregation error distribution

for each hour of the day of a randomly selected load

profile, the accuracy of which lies in the middle of all

70 load profiles. The results show that the performance

is the best in the early morning and the worst during the

lunch and dinner times. This is because there are multiple

appliances in use and the cycling of the HVAC unit may

be affected by internal heating sources (e.g., heat from

cooking) besides the outdoor temperature. The highest

error happens at 18:00 with a median nMAE of 0.15.

However, most of the demand response programs target

at the time period from 15:00 to 17:00, during which, the

overall performance of the algorithm is satisfactory.

C. Efficacy of Matching Base Load Distribution

In this subsection, the effect of including constraint (6) in

the fine-tuning process (4) is evaluated. As shown in Fig. 7,

the ICA identified base load has a larger mismatch than the

mild day computed base load (marked as the ”proposed” in

Fig. 7) when comparing with the actual distribution. This is

further proved by the results shown in Table I. Thus, in the

fine-tuning, we can use (6) to correct the ICA calculated base

load profile to achieve a more accurate point-to-point match

in base load disaggregation.

D. Comparing with the Benchmark Methods

In Table II, the numerical performance of proposed models

and benchmark models are compared. It is shown that by

adding the fine-tuning as the post-adjustment process, the

point-to-point estimation error can be reduced for all three

cases compared to benchmark models. However, the accumu-

lated error of the proposed model represented by nEE are

about the same as the ICA model without fine-tuning. This is

because the post-adjustment process adjusted the ICA result

up and down to smooth the curve, making the accumulated
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TABLE I
MEAN VALUES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF

THE BASE LOAD 15-MINUTE POWER CONSUMPTION

Parameters Actual ICA Proposed

µ

[

15.40

3.16

] [

12.12

2.69

] [

16.45

3.22

]

Σ

[

79.99 13.12

13.12 8.02

] [

32.13 5.08

5.08 1.76

] [

91.30 10.56

10.56 3.75

]

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT LOAD DISAGGREGATION

METHODS

Benchmark Models Proposed Model

Average ICA Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

nMAE (%) 15.48 14.80 13.75 13.87 12.92
nEE (%) 16.35 15.82 14.07 15.73 14.21

std(nMAE) 7.52 9.32 6.09 7.42 5.87

energy consumption of the HVAC load remain approximately

the same. Finally, the standard deviation of nMAE for the

proposed model is smaller than that of the benchmark model,

showing a more robust and consistent estimation performance.

This trend can also be found in Fig. 8, where the empirical

distributions of nMAE are shown. Note that each error obser-

vation is collected by averaging the resultant errors of each

customer on multiple days to show the robustness of model

across multiple customers. While nMAE of the ICA method

without fine-tuning are distributed almost uniformly from 0.05

to 0.3, the error distribution of Case III of the proposed model

is centered around 0.1.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present an ICA-based HVAC load dis-

aggregation model enhanced by a fine-tuning process. This
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Fig. 8. Empirical distributions of nMAE of 70 customers

approach enables the HVAC load disaggregation using low-

resolution smart meter data as inputs. We first proved that by

using the mild day load profiles, one can successfully extract

the base load profile and approximate the distribution of the

base load electricity consumption. Then, we show that the

ICA method can be used more effectively on the residual

load profiles (computed by subtracting the base load from

the hot day load profiles) instead of on the hot day load

profiles directly. Next, through fine-tuning, the preliminary

results obtained by the ICA method can be further improved.

The proposed method is compared with benchmark models

and shows consistent performance across multiple customers.

Our future work is to apply the method to disaggregate load

profiles with behind-the-meter solar photovoltaic systems and

electric vehicle charging loads.
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